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 MATHEMATICAL NOTES.

 39. Sone Trigonometric Inequalities.
 In Dr. E. W. Hobson's Treatise on Trigonometry, pp. 86, 87, Exs. 4, 6,

 certain inequalities are given. These and some others are proved below.
 (i.) If the sum of two angles x +y is given and equal to 2a, then sill x. sill y

 lies between sin2a and - cos2a.
 From the formula sin2A- sin2B=sin(A +B). sin(A - B), we have

 sin x. siny=sin--- -2- 2-

 =si sin2 or - oss2a +cos2---
 -2 1

 Thus the maximlum value of sinlx. siny is sin2a, and the minimum value
 is -cos2a.

 By increasing eachl of the angles x, y, a by ?7r, it follows that cos x. cosy
 lies between cos2a and - sin'a.

 When eithe sinsi.sin y or cos x. cosy is a maximum or a minimum,

 sin -- or cos -2? nlust vanish, i.e. x-y must be a multiple of r. This 2 2

 property can be extended to n angles x, y, ... whose sum is given and
 equal to na. In order that sin x . siny... or cos x . cosy... nay be a maximum
 or minimum, each and every pair of the angles must differ by a multiple
 of r ; and the values of the products then are

 (-l)'sill( a-_ M) anld (-1)Ycosl(a - )
 respectively, where m may be any integer. Without stopping to prove this
 general case, we will give some important particular cases.

 (ii.) If x, y,... all lie between 0 and r, the maximum value of sin x. sinly...
 is sin,a; and if x, y, ... all lie between - rw and + ir the maximum value of
 cos x. cosy... is cos"a.

 For sin x, sin y,... and sin a are all positive; and since

 sin x. siny < sill (x +y). sin (x +y),
 it follows that so long as any two of the angles x, y,... are unequal the
 product of their sines call be increased without altering the sum of the
 anlgles. Hence sin x. siny,... is a maximum when x, y,... are all equal,
 i.e. the maximum value is sin"a.

 Similarly for the cosines.
 (iii.) If x, y, ... all lie between 0 and -r, the maximum value of tall x. tan y...

 is tania ; and the same is trite if x, y,... are all positive, and their sum less
 than r-r.

 cos (. +y)
 For 1 - tanl . . tall = V) cosx. cosy

 cos (U' + /) >cs( + ,) since cos(.C+y) is positive,
 COS-' 2

 >l-tal- ;

 . tan x . tan y < tan2l-

 and the result may be extended to any inumber of angles in the same way
 as before.

 If x, y, ... all lie between 'r and ~Tr the minimum value of tan x. tany...
 is tan"a.
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 For if x1, y1, ... and a1 be the complements of x, y, ... and a; then x1,
 Yl,... lie between 0 and d7r; therefore the maximum value of tan x1. tan Yl,...
 is tan"al, i.e. the maximum value of cot x. coty... is cot"a, and the minimum
 value of tan x. tan y... is tan"a.

 (iv.) If x, y, ... all lie between 0 and w, the maximum value of sinx + siny/ +...
 is n sill a, and the minimum value is + sin na.

 If x, y,... all lie between - Tr and + Tr, the maximum value of
 cos x + cosy +... is n cos a, and the minimum value is ? sin n(a+ 2r).

 For sin x + sin y = 2 sin 2. cos - < 2 sin2 + 2 2 2

 Hence it follows that sillx +siny+... is greatest when x, y,... are all
 equal, and its value is then n sin a.

 Again (sin x + sin y)2 - sin2(x +y),

 . .x +X-y( -os~Xy-r +y =4 sin2 - - cos2!2Y - cos2
 2 \ , 2

 =4 sin'- '+ . sin x. sin y, which is positive.

 Therefore if x+y is constant, (sin x+siny)2 is least when sinx or siny
 vanishes, that is when one of the angles x, y is 0 or 7r. Hence, since
 x.+y +... =7a, it follows that (sin n+siny +...)2 is least when all except one
 of the quantities sin x, sin y, ... vanish, and its value is then sin2na.

 The theorem for the cosines can be deduced from that for the sines.

 (v.) If x, y,... all lie between 0 and ?r, the minimum value of tan x + tan y +...
 is n tan a; and if x, y,... are all positive, and their sum less than Jr, the
 maximum value of tan x + tan y + ... is tan na.

 For tan x + tal y sin (xy)
 cos x. cos y

 >sin (x+y) from (i.),
 coS2 +

 cos 2

 >2 tan 2X

 and the result may be extended to any number of angles.

 Also tan x +2tan 2 sin (x + y) Also tan .v + tanl Y = cos(x - y) + cos(x +y)

 Therefore if x+y is constant, and less than ?Tr, tan x+ tany is a maximum
 when cos(x -y) is a minimum, that is when one of the angles x, y vanishes.
 Hence if x, y,... are all positive, and their sum na less than T7r, tan x + tan y +...
 is a maximum when all but one of the angles x, y, ... are zero, and its value
 then is tan na. E. FENWICK.

 40. To find the average Kinetic Energy of a harmonically vibrating particle
 during a complete period.

 If, in the accompanying figure, a particle P traverses the circumference
 of the circle with uniform angular velocity o, whilst another particle Q
 accompanies it, so as always to be at the foot of the perpendicular from P on

 the diameter AOA', Q executes harmonic vibrations in the period 27r

 Also the velocity of Q is the component of the velocity of P along AA',
 and equal to ao sin A OP, or o. QP.

 Hence the kinetic energy of Q is ?mo2. QP.
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 Also tan x +2tan 2 sin (x + y) Also tan .v + tanl Y = cos(x - y) + cos(x +y)

 Therefore if x+y is constant, and less than ?Tr, tan x+ tany is a maximum
 when cos(x -y) is a minimum, that is when one of the angles x, y vanishes.
 Hence if x, y,... are all positive, and their sum na less than T7r, tan x + tan y +...
 is a maximum when all but one of the angles x, y, ... are zero, and its value
 then is tan na. E. FENWICK.

 40. To find the average Kinetic Energy of a harmonically vibrating particle
 during a complete period.

 If, in the accompanying figure, a particle P traverses the circumference
 of the circle with uniform angular velocity o, whilst another particle Q
 accompanies it, so as always to be at the foot of the perpendicular from P on

 the diameter AOA', Q executes harmonic vibrations in the period 27r

 Also the velocity of Q is the component of the velocity of P along AA',
 and equal to ao sin A OP, or o. QP.

 Hence the kinetic energy of Q is ?mo2. QP.
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